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classified into three types: (a) Nauka baich (boat race) songs, (b) solitary boatman's songs, (c) songs addressed to the boatman.

During rainy season, or at the end of it, when rivers are in full stream, nauka-baich competitions are organized. Thirty to fifty rowers on each long boat row rhythmically. Since unified rhythm is required to attain maximum tempo, there are regular refrains in such songs of men at work. There are persons on boats, especially assigned to singing, lead and encourage the rowers. These songs are characterized by their fast movements. Though 'Sarigan' is typically boatman's song, many other types of traditional folk-songs are also sung on boats. Like in other folk-songs, improvisations take place during performances.

Solitary boatman sings occasionally while on a long voyage. 'Bhatiali' form of folk-songs best suits and represents their mood. The general theme of these songs is metaphysical about life and death, about love and separation. The third type is not typical as boat-song, yet it needs mention here since such songs are closely related to the boat journey and boatman. The young bride separated from her distant parental home, tearfully tells the passing boatman to convey her plights to her parents and brother. Following the folk tradition, Kazi Nazrul Islam and others have composed boat songs in which the theme and image of the boat-journey is metaphorically used to give expression to the poet's world-view. These compositions enriched the urban literary tradition of Bengal.

Seb.Ch.

BOAT SONGS (Konkani). The Konkani homeland stretches along the western seaboard of India facing the Arabian sea. It is full of indentations and creeks alongside its coastline. It is criss-crossed by rivers, rivulets and dotted with islands in abundant measure. On these waterways ply many boats of all sizes and shapes fitted out for various purposes, as means of transportation of goods and people, for ferrying people, and things across a river from one bank to another, as also for conducting various operations of fishing. To relieve their toil and make their harsh work a little more pleasant and endurable, and to draw enthusiasm for their monotonous activities these hearty boatmen engage themselves in giving vent to their pent up emotion in songs of a myriad variety.

Some of these songs have a touch of romance about them as the men call out to their beloveds or wedded wives in saucy and suggestive language and lilting rhythms. Others speak of the concerted efforts made by the fishermen as they struggle in their battle of life against the raging sea in quest of food for us and to eke out a tolerable living for themselves. There are other songs, however, which form part of the 'Dekhni' song-cum-dance stylisation in the form of an artistic folk-song, in various compositions.

There is, for instance, the famous 'Dekhni' song of the boatman, which has achieved international fame, entitled 'Hanv saiba poltodi vetam' (I am going across the other bank of the river, Sir). It is an imaginative rendering of the poet-composer in a highly artistic manner, perhaps an expression of the Goan Christian nostalgia for their long-lost Hindu past, where the 'devadasi' or 'kolwont' in Konkani, the temple dancing girl, was an alluring symbol. The original meaning of the 'dekhnin' appears to be 'a devil of a female' and it has a rather voluptuous suggestion embodied in it. This is now enacted by sophisticated dancers in swaying rhythm, women who act as the devadasis. As twilight gathers, the dancing girls reach the ferry point on the riverside and ask that they be carried by the boatman to the other side of the river so as to be able to perform at a dance at the wedding of a man called Damu (Damodara). As the boatman, at repeated entreaties of the women, goes on coyly turning down their request, there begins the pleading and coaxing by the women, inducing the boatman finally with offerings of anklets, bracelets, nose-ringlets, by turns, and ultimately clinching the deal with the offer of a kiss, which later the boatman accepts in a willing surrender to their wiles, to ferry them across the river.

Something similar is enacted in another interlude with a boatman in a 'dekhnin' song called 'Are tanddulea' (Oh boatman!). The day is drawing to a close and the solitary boatman is awaiting anxiously some passengers for his ferry of a canoe. Suddenly he is delighted to see a bevy of beautiful dancing girls in gorgeous costumes coming towards his boat. They request him to ferry them across the river to the other bank. After a feigned reluctance to their repeated pleading, he finally gives in a romantic movement of the song that is enthralling to the listener both in terms of its words and its music.

The occupational boat-songs sung by the fishermen are more down-to-earth and speak of the anguish of their lives and their families. Of particular interest, that has to be singled out, are the 'Sangodd' songs which have their full flowering in the month of July. 'Sangodd' means a couple of boats yoked together to form one festive vessel with buntings and all sorts of decorations mainly of green branches of the maggo, etc. flowers adorning the boats as well as the men who participate in the rowing during that month when there is water everywhere. This festival takes place in the village of Siolim in particular with great fervour. Sangod is also performed in the coastal village of Calangute at the time of the fishermen's early trips to the sea for fishing towards the close of the monsoons when they are
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For the appreciation of the Bodhisattva, the understanding of the following is essential: 'Abhiniraha', 'Vyakarana', ten 'Paramitas' and ten stages of purification ('Bhumis').

Abhiniraha means a perfect determination. It is associated with a strong desire, uniting zeal, continued efforts, and complete devotion towards achievement of the goal. It is said that Gautama Buddha was Sumedha-tapasa for a long time. He happened to see Dipankara-Buddha, the first one in the tradition. He was immensely inspired to see him and made a resolution to achieve the state of a perfect enlightenment and become the Buddha. With such determination, the career of Bodhisattva starts.

Vyakarana means auspicious statement. The Buddha sees the man (Bodhisattva) and analyses his future. Marking the accumulated spiritual potentiality in him, he makes an auspicious statement that 'the man will attain Bodhi and become the Buddha after so many years.' Dipankara-Buddha saw Sumedha-tapasa lying on the road ravaged by water and was happy to see in him the vast treasure of merits capable of achieving a state of perfect enlightenment. A sudden utterance came from his mouth: 'After four Asankheya and hundred thousand years, he will become the Buddha.' This statement is called Vyakarana.

There are the following eight essential stages for fulfilment of Abhiniraha:

**Manusattam:** He should be a man. Other species like Garula, Naga or Devata cannot become the Buddha.

**Lingasampatti:** He should be of masculine gender.

**Hetu:** There should be the existence of potentiality of the Buddha (Buddha-bija) in him. Dipankara-Buddha marked the Bodhisattva and said, 'Sumedha has the potentiality (Buddha-bija) and the sprout (Buddha-ankura) of becoming the Buddha.'

**Satthara-dassanam:** The fourth ingredient is the vision of the Buddha. The resolution made before the Buddha achieves a fruition. In absence of the Buddha, it should be done in a 'Chetiya' or under the Bodhi tree.

**Pabbajja:** The household life is stated to be full of pollutions. It is a path full of pollution. Therefore, the state of a recluse is stated to be essential for it.

**Gunasampatti:** Further, one should be in possession of eternal qualities essential for it. They are the attainment of five 'Rupa-jhana', four 'Arupa-jhana' and five types of intuitive knowledge (Abhinna).

**Adhikar:** He should have immense power of sacrifice. His activities should be dominated by 'giving-up' and making sacrifice. This accumulates the strength (Adhikara) within.

The eighth one is the Chhandata or the strong determination for attainment of Bodhi. He always remains devoted and single-minded towards it.

With these essential things, the Bodhisattva moves towards the fulfillment of Paramitas (Perfections). They are called the Buddha-karakaguna. They are ten in number: Dana-paramita or perfection in giving alms, Sila-paramita or perfection of following the moral precepts, Naishkramya-paramita or perfection in giving-up the household life and taking up the life of a recluse, Prajna-paramita or perfection in getting right understanding, Virya-paramita or perfection in acquiring the vast degree of power, Kshanti-paramita or perfection in having forebearance, Satya-paramita or